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1. 7:"TRODUCTION

1. The present study is concerned with the problems that disabled persons
in Ethiopia face during their life time, particularly in securing social
welfare service and the basic individual human, and social rights set, forth
in a number of United Nations declarations and resolutions.

2. The United Nations General Assembly resolution 3447(XXX) of 9 December
1975, in its principle 6, proclaims that "Disabled persoIl;S have the right to
medical, psychological and functional treatment, including prosthetic and
orthetic appliances, to medical and social rehabilitation,. education, .
vocational training and rehabilitation, aid, counselling, placement services
and other services which will enable them to develop their capabilities and
skills to the maximum and will hasten the process of their social integration
or reintegration".

3. Other United Nations declarations and resolutions that recognize the
right of disabled persons to education, rehabilitation and social welfare
services include ,the Declaration on Social Progress and Development, adopted
by the General Assembly as resolution 2542(XXIV) of 11" December 1969; the
Declaration on the Righ1;S of Mentally Retarded Persons, adopted by the
General Assembly as resolution 2856(XXVI) of 20 December 1971; Economic
and Social Council resolution 1921(LVIII) of 6 May 1975. on the prevention of
disability and rehabilitation of disabled persons; the Declaration of 1981
as the International Year for Disabled Persons, resolution 31/82 of 16 December
1976; the Declaration on the Establishment of an Advisory Committee for the
International Year for Disabled Persons as resolution 32/133 of December 1977;
and, the Authorization of the Secretary-General to ensure that the necessary
information activities for the International Year for Disabled Persons are
initiated as resolution 33/170 of 20 December 1978.

4. This study on Ethiopia was carried out with due consideration to
'various other studies.already prepared on specific problems of disabled
persons, such as special education, prevention and socio-medical
rehabilitation. It deals with specific problems of disabled persons in
Ethiopia with physical, social, medical or vocational di,llabilities. but
excluding mental dillabilities. It also concerns ,itself with the problem of
the co-ordination of these ,services within the framework of the national
social service structure of Ethiopia.

5. Since the study has as its major objectives the identification of certain
basic obstacles to the rehabilitation of disabled persons, it was decided to
use the interview method 'of information collection and contact of concerned
individuals who could provide first hand data and documentation. The major
part of the material for this study has been collected by interviews with
senior officials of the rehabilitation institutions in and around Addis Ababa.
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6. It should. however. be stated from the outset that the present study
did not succeed in obtaining a comprehensive picture of all the different
problems encountered by disabled persons in Ethiopia - it succeeded only
as far as the particular health, educational or vocational rehabilitation
aspects of the problem are concerned. The study is therefore oriented
towards presenting certain basic experiences in the elimination of certain
kinds of obstacles arising from such aspects. ~t is hope1 that some of
these experiences will provide useful information in the field of
rehabilitation of disabled persons in Ethiopia.

7. The specific socio~economic policy leading to the conception and
implementation of social welfare and rehabilitation could not. in general
term~ be assessed in a simple way because of lack or scarcity of follow-up
studies primarily in the rehabilitation and medico-social activities of each
institution in the coUntry. It is, however. attempted to bring together
the different activities, albeit in a cursory manner, of each institution
as a self-contained centre designed to carry out certain prescribed
activities in the field of social'and medical rehabilitation.

8. Likewise, the approach of the, 's,tudy could not be carried out in a
synthesis form simply because the situation of actual rehabilitation
activities were not found to~ fit such an assumption. Contrary to the
original idea entertained at the outset the most important and pertinent
welfare and rehabilitation institutions were found to have been started and
operated - some up to the present time·- by missionaries or philantropic
societies which have international characteristics. Except those which were
brought under the jurisdiction of the government agencies partly because of
the departure of the missionaries concerned, and partly because of the
nationalization of a Foundation responsible for the institution. the work
of the remaining welfare institutions were not found to have been sufficiently
co-ordinated by the Government.'

9. On the other hand, for.a long time past, the Government has been
assisted by experts recruited by international organizations, more particularly
by the International Labour Organizatio~ in the establishment of rehabilitation
institutions. A typical example is the establishment of the United Abilities
Company in the vicinity of Addis Ababa.

10. However,' the Government is in the process of unifying the various
programmes under a single administrative authority which will be governed
by a Single national policy framed in conformity with internationally
accepted norms and concepts, with a view to helping the proper implementation
of social welfare and rehabilitation programmes.

,
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11. The assumption is that the end result of this goal setting by the
GoVernment will enable the various contributions, be it from international
or local sources, to be directed towards the strengthening of the existing
services or providing new services which will greatly contribute to the
expansion needs.

12. A high level Committee has recently been set up by the government with
a mandate to study the situation and to formulate a national rehabilitation
policy culminating in the development of pertinent legislation governing
the physical, social, educational and vocational interests of the disabled
persons in the country.

13. Ethiopia is receiving bilateral assistance from a number of countries
to fulfill the aspirations to fight certain aspects of disability. These
forms of bilateral assistance are at present mainly co~cerned with the
establishment of a comprehensive programme of medical, para-medical, social,
agricultural and vocational training facilities for one thousand two hundred
war disabled veterans at the Rehabilitation Centre of the Peoples' Heroes
of Revolutionary Ethiopia in Debre Zeit, involving the provision of technical
experts and equipment. It is also anticipated that this Centre may
eventually serve as a resource base for expansion and dissemination of
similar activities throughout the country.

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF REHABILITATION ACTIVITIES

14. Historically, services for the disabled in Ethiopia u&ed to be carried
out exclusively by the extended family, traditional mutual aid associations
and local institutions such as the church. liben a person was disabled, it
was the accepted duty of his family to maintain· and support him. In such
a society, a disabled person was usually not displaced from his family
environment unless there was an additional factor in his disability which
was strong enough to break down traditional family obligations. This factor

. was found in crippling diseases, such as leprosy, which were surrounded, as
they still are, by ancient prejudice and stigma. Another spontaneous
expression of concern for the disabled was the tradition of almsgiving,
which .is strongly established in both the Christian and Moslem religions in
Ethiopia, based on the belief that almsgiving was necessary for eternal

. salvation. As far as treatment for disabilities went in ancient Ethiopia,
the only remedies were such supernatural o~es as bathing in holy waters,
·visiting witch doctors and the like, because the disability was believed to
be a curse from God or some other supernatural being. 1/

15. In the year 1900, the firot medical treatment centre for leprosy
patients was established in Ethiopia by a Catholic Mission in the town of
Harar, 530 kilometers east of Addis Ababa, being the first modern
rehabilitation centre, Following that, medical rehabilitation centres were

1/ Burress, J.R., Development in Services for Handicapped People,
Africa, Project Report, People-to-People Committee for the Handicapped,
Washington, D.C., March, 1980, pp. 126-127.
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establiShed by voluntary organizations with special emphasis on the treatment
of leprosy, a treatment that has since gone through'various stages and a
revolution of its own'.' Tn so far as the' treatment of disease directly related
to disability is' concerned, leprosy treatment was also the first programme
to be given Government attention. Other than medical rehabilitation
programmes, which were largely implemented through general hospitals,
rehabilitation and social welfare programmes were mainly the concern of
voluntary organizations without government involvement. ~/

16. 'In the year 1921, the first rehabilitation"centre known as "Bet Selihome".
was opened at the Convent of Debre Lebanos, 150 km. north of Addis Ababa, to
aid the aged and destitutes, whose need for a home had then come to the
knowledge of the authorities.

17. Since 1945, however; various top level government committees were
appointed to examine existing social problems and to recommend solutions.

18. 'In 1947 the Saint Paul Hospital in Addis Ababa was established by the
Government to provide free medical treatment to those who could not afford
to pay for their: hospitalization and treatment.

'19., In 1952 the Merha Ewouran School, 3/ otherwise known as the Blind
School, was opened at Cassa Inches in the city of Addis Ababa to help and
educate those who are blind; it was transferred later on to the present
site in Sebetta, 25 km. west of Addis Ababa.

20. The Abrha Bahta School for the Blind was established <n 1965 in Asmara,
about 1070 km. north of Addis Ababa, in order to provide opportunities of
education to blind children in the northern regions, namely, Gondar, Gojam,
Tigre and Eritrea. ~/

21. Until '1959,. these different welfare rnst.ttut tons used to be
independently and separately administered. ' In 1959, however, all these
welfare institutions were brought together due to the constant increase of
donations from abroad as well as from local sources,' tt was then that
a Welfare Foundation was brought into being for the purpose of rendering
assistance to the young, the aged, the ill, the infirm, those standing
in need of physical or moral rehabilitation, and those whose means do not
permit an education commensurate with their abilities.

u Ibid.

3/ The Ministry of Education took over the running of this school
in 1974.

~/ This Home was financed by funds bequeathed by an Ethiocian
BusinesS1ll3l1 who lived and died in the city of Harar , ,
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22. In 1966, the Ministry of National Community Development and Social
Affairs opened a vocational rehabilitation centre in Addis Ababa, which is
now called the Ethio-craft Workshop. This centre trained and employed
those disabled persons in the production of hand-woven carpets, tablecloths,
napkins, curt~ins, bedspreads and shema, the national costume. 1/

23. Also in the service of the aged, the Abraha Bahta Home for the aged,
was founded in 1967 in the city pf Harar, 530 km. east of Addis Ababa. ~/

24. Unlike the rest of the disabled persons, the situation of the deaf
did not draw the attention of the Welfare Foundation. However, like other
similar problems of disabled persons, the role to play by missionaries
in this aspect of disability b~~me imperative. Hence, two Deaf Schools,
one by the Church of Christ 7/ and the other by the Bible Baptist Church, ~/

were established in 1962 and in 1968 respectively.

III. GOVERNMENT POLICY

25. The responsible national Government .Department in Ethiopia for social
welfare is the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. It monitors the
programmes of rehabilitation at the central and regional levels. Besides.
there are other Governmental Departments· such as the Ministries of
Education, Health,apd Ipdustry which join in the provision of vocational
rehabilitation services. Thus, the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs,
inter alia, is specifically delegated to: ~/

(a) issue policies and organize programmes accordingly,
for the development, protection and well-being of
the Ethiopian family;

(b) study ways and means tor the proper up~bringingof

the young and children; organize and implement the
necessary programmes in this regard;

(c) undertake studies for the prevention of social
problems, see to it that other concerned offices
and organizations discharge their responsibility
in eradicating and controlling the problems;

1/ Burress. op. cit.

~ Ibid.

II Still financed by the Mission which established it.

8/ The Ministry of Education took over the running of this
school in 1979, when the Missionaries left the country.

9/ Proclamation No. 127 of 1977, Definition of Powers and
Respollsibilities of Ministers, Negarit Gazetta 36th Year, No. 29.
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(d) issue and enforce policies for the rehabilitation
of the disabled and for their placement in jobs;

( e) enforce and implement national schemes
pension arid social security benefits;

providing
. ..,

(f) study and ta~e all the necessary and appropriate
steps in all areas regarding employment, working
conditions, ••• social welfare programmes and
social security schemes; and,

(g) conduct research at all levels that' studies and
ana1yees the conditions of work of labour and the
social affairs of the Ethiopian people generally
and ensure that fruitful results are put to use.

26. As stated above, the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs is
responeib1e for placement services, vocational education of the disabled
except that certain other specialized rehabilitation services are placed
under the control of the Ministries of Education, Health and Industry.

27. Conscious of the various problems encountered in the country in the
sphere of social and rehabilitation services, and with a view to assisting

, those persons in need of social, physical and mental rehabilitation, the
Ethiopian Government created the Rehabilitation Agency in 1971.

28. As provided under Article 5 of the Order, 10/ the main purpose of the
Agency upon its creation was to foster and facilitate, through direct
assistance and extension services, the effective participation of private
charitable organizations engaged in the rehabilitation of the disabled.
The Agency is run by a Board of Directors composed of the representatives
of the MiJlistry of'Labour and Social Affairs as ChairmaJl, the Ministries
of Inteilor;Public Health, and FinaJlce, the Mayor of Addis Ataba, the
Administrator of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, and a representative of a
Foundation which was created by a different Charter for similar purposes
and objectives; as members. Although the Agency has continued functioning
from its creation to the preseri~ the composition of the Board of Directors
might have changed since 1974 revolution which suspended the 1955
Constitution declaring that the Orthodox religion shall no longer be
recognized as State religion thereby depriving it of its priVileged
position in the society.

29. The Agency derives its funds from:

•

I

I
, l
I ijj

I

I
I I.

(a) balances remaining from the revenues of the
National Lottery;

10/ An Order to provide for the Establishment of a Rehabilitation
Agenc~for the Disabled, Negarit Gazetta 30th Year No. 16, 13 April 1971.

I

r 'I
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(b) donations made to the Agency;

(c) sales of products from certain pilot projects
of the Agency; and,

(d) annual subsidy from the Government •

30. Receutly the Agency has been in the process of roformation and
revitalization so as to cope more effectively with the demand of the
new situation developed as the result of the socio-economic change of
the country. As such, a comprehensive programme and plan of action will
soon be made public with the idea that such programmes should be united
and implemented under a single government agency governed by a single
national policy.

31. The role of the Ministry of Education, among other things, is to: 111

(a) study and prepare educational policy geared to the
national political, economic and social needs;

(b) establish and control technical and vocational
schools and training institutions as may be
necessary to satisfy the needs of skilled manpower
of the country; co-ordinate and control technical
and vocational training centres run by Governmental
and non-Governmental organizations and ensure that
they maintain the required variety and quality with
a view to ensuring that they satisfy the needs of
the country; and,

(c) ensure that education is given to all on the basis
of equality and that it serves as a medium to
strengthen unity and freedom and for the interact10u
of the important cultures of the country.

32. Similarly, the role of the Ministry of Health, among other things,
is to: gl

(2.) protect and promote r-ub Lf,c health;

(b) plan and establish Government operated health services
and facilities and arrange for their administration.,
supervision and control ••• ;

(c) carry out campaigns to inform and educate the public
concerning matters of public health;

l!/ Proclamation No. 127 of 1977, op. cit.

121 Ibid.
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(d) conduct research and expertmenL~l development at all
levels to euhance the maintenance of health and cure
of d:l_3f'·_:'1.....2~nd ensure that fruitful results ar~ put
to use; and

(e) undertake studies for healthy nutrition and ensure
that any food is safe and fit for consumption.

33. The Ministry of agriculture and settlement l3a/ is alao deaignated
to improve .traditional diets. prepare and pcpulailie new types of food
and the .echno.l.ogy ,,·f· their pr ep. cat ton ,

. 34. Simil~~ly, the Ministry of Industry is, and among their things,
.empowered 1:'1 determine., for each project, the appropriate technology most
suited to' the country's economic and social requirement~.

IV. DEFICIENC'l IN HEALTH SERVICES AND £OME OF THE CAUSES OF DISABILITY
INCLUDING. CERTAIN ASPECTS OF REaABILITPC£ION

35. In Ethiopia, as in many other developing countrie13, lack .of reliable
data on mortality and morbidity is one of th/9 ,mo,St ,difficult obstacles
in the way of adequate health planning. As "uch,the most serious health
problem is t~e la~k of health service faciliti~B.. : It is said that only
15 pe~ cent of Ethiopian rural areas are reached by health services of
any kind, and that not more than 5 per "etit ~ctually use the services. l3b/

36. In 1975 alone, 109,631 14/ persons were admitted for hospital
treatment .in the country's ~hospitals of which 4,33ld1ed. Among the
leading causes of aeath, a percentage of 6.9 is allocated to the cause
of malnutritiop. The main killers of Ethiopia's population are, however,
stated to be tuberculosis and malaria for adults, and measles and
nutritional disorders for chilrlreu. It is further stated that nutritional
problems have "cntributed either before or after the exposure of patients
to the vacLous communicable diseases. 15/

" .. :

13al Ibid. This Ministry has recently been split into the Ministry
of Agricult'ire;- and the l1inistry' of St,<;:e Farms. The former is dealing
with Pe3 cavtG and Ruyal Developm~nt) while the latter is empowered to run
state-ow..ed f acms , :~"cluding fis.ing, ,.airy, etc.

l3b/ Health Manpower Study (of) Ethiopia, Ministry of Health,
Addi n" Ab".h"t 1'180 .

.l':/ This nU"'~"'1 is -cstirr.,.ted "5 50 pe r cent of the actual number
of in-pati~nts for the period.

15/ 11i~i3try of Public H~alth, op; cit.

•

•
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37. Leprosy is also considered as another significant public health
problem in Ethiopia. At present the prevalence is estimated at
ISO,OOO cases, the highest endemic area being the region of ~ojam. A
special project with mobile clinics and general health services have at
present 70,000 cases under regular treatment. Although this project has
better coverage than many other diseases, there is still a lot to be
done in this field, namely, to find the remaining 80,000 cases and bring
them under control and treatment. 16/

38. Ac~ording to the Ministry of P~blic Health the identified and reported
infectious diseases in Ethiopia are: arthropod-borne, gastrointestinal,
venereal, childhood, zoonotic, and, other infections not included in the
preceding five maio categories of diseases. It 'should nevertheless be
stressed that there are wide variations in the incidence of communicable
diseases th?c~ghnu~ tue different regions, according to the prevailing
geographic and climatic conditions and the type of diseases.

39. Therefore, the following sub-sections shows certain causes of
disability directly or incirectly connected with the various kinds of
rehabilitation ~ervices in Ethiopia.

(a) Undernutrition and malnutrition

40. Undernutrition and malnutrition are widespread in the developing
world and they are said to be the most common causes for the high "wastage
of human life in these countries. It is also said that malnutrition
coupled with infections causes high mortality and morbidity especially
among infants and young children.

41. In the case of Ethiopia, the first conference on the importance of
nutrition in public health was organized in Addis Ababa from February 26
to 28, 1964 by the Ministry of Public Health in collaboration with the
I~O Regional Office, Alexandria, and the Swedish Agency for International
Assistance. 17/ "

42. Among the nutritional deficiency diseases in children in"Ethiopia
protein-energy-malnutrition is said to be by far the most common even
though other nutrients such as calcium, vitamin A, vitamin C and
riboflavin have also been observed to be suboptimal in the diets of
children. Many chi:dren in Ethiopia are born underweight to start with

16/ Ibid.

17/ Mellbin, T., The Importance of Nutrition in P~blic Health,
Ethiopian Medical Journal, Vol. III, No.4, July 1965.
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du~ to in~dequate nutrition of the mother. Even though this can be
counteracted by successful breast feeding in the first half year of the
infant's life, .the situation is reversed by improper weaning patterns
that introduce infectiops and nutritionally inadequate and/ox
inappro~riate foods after the infant is 6 months old. 18/

43. Several different approaches have been suggested and implemented
to overcome this grave problem of malnutrition among infants and.young
children in developing countries. The formulation and distribution of
low cost weaning foods such as FAFFA,INCARARINA, BUPRAMINE and the •
like in different countries has been one suc~ approach with creditable
results, though much remains to be done on their widespread "se and their
accessibility to the majority of children which need them. 19/

44, ~he major measure t:,at is envisaged to solve the problem of under
nctrition and malnutrition among a population is generally the rising
of the economic condition, education and the standard of the family living.
A country cannot be considered to have solved the nutrition problem
uncH food consumption is In accordance with minimum nutritional
standards. 2~/ As such, for the situation in Ethiopia, the W-dO guideline
for future activities in the field of nutrition should be considered to
make much impact on the health field.

45. It must however be borne in mind that according to the study of the
World Bank, 21/ the pattern of calorie consumption appears to be' much
less. different from one country to the other than one would have expected
and both intra~country and inter-country variations are mostly explained
by variations in incomes and prices. The study thus stresses that.
geographical location and socio-economic characteristics appear to play
a.minor role in determining calorie intake patterns. The World Bank study

18/ Infant and Child Feeding Programmes, Nutrition Newsletter,
Vol. ~ No.2, February 1980, Publication of the Ethiopian Nutrition
Institute, Ministry of Public Health, Addis Ababa.

19/ Genstra, J., Nutrition Planning, Discussion .Paper No. 21,
Centrefor Development Planning, .Erasmus University, Rotterdam"
February 1973.

20/ wHO Report NUT/75.l, 1974.

21/ Nutrition and Food Needs in Developing Countries, World
Bank ~aff Working Paper No. 328, May 1979.
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nevertheless reports that if food prices increase and/or income
distribution deteriorates in accordance with past trends, increases in
aggregate supplies of food would be insufficient to eliminate mal
nutrition in the n~~t two decades. Thus, food programmes, and market
intervention is said to be necessary to reduce the severity of malnutrition
and to reach certain segements of the maln\trished population •

46. Consequently, it should be stressed further that the nutrition
poli~y in Ethiopia should be considered in the light of the ~~lity of
the human population in the economic system in which they ,are found,
and that it should be fulfilled by the intelligant combinatio~9f,economic

strategies with considerations for fit and health bodies in the stablising
of the communities. ~/ Otherwise, the complete physiCal, mental and
social health of the population as well as full and rapid development of
the community will never be reached satisfactorily.

(b) The Cheshire Home in Ethiopia - Home for Crippled
Children 23/

47. ,In 1961 the,Cheshire Foundation in London received invitation,from
certain Ethiopian personalities to start a Home for, disabled children
in Addis Ababa and in March 1962 operation started on small scale.

48. The original policy had been to run a Home for mentally retarded
children but, it w;is later found that there was .such .a pres!lJngJleed for
.hand.Icapped children, many of whom had been abandoned in the, Addis Ababa
hospitals. As such, the Home's policy was soon changed to cater only for
the physically disabled.

49. On December II, 1966, the Home was transferred from its temporary
shelter in Cassa Inches, Addis Ababa, to its present site at Gaffarsa,
30 km. west of Addis Ababa, at which stage the number of children catered
for in the Home rose to 24.

50. The present Cheshire Home has a maxtmum capacity .for 80 children
and it treats primarily polio victims. But care is also given to children
with other physic~l disability.' Inyariably all applicants pass
through the Polio Clinic at theEthio~SwedishPediatric Clinic, located
in the premises of the Black Lion, Hospital. The main, criteria for
accepting a child is that he or she should bE physically handicapped and

22/ Joy, L., Foods and Nutrition Planning, Institute of Development
Studies, University of Sussex, from a reprint: The Journal of Agricultural
Economics. No publication date.

23/ Information concerning the activities of the Cheshire Home was
colleCted from the consultation of the personal file of Dr. P.A. Dekker,
and from interviews had with her and Ato Gebre Medhin Bekele. Dr. Dekker
is the physician both for the Home and for the Polio Clinic, and Ato Gebre
Medhin is the social worker for both too.

l

t

t
I
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that he or she will benefit from the treatment at the Home. The
treatment mostly last between 2 to 6 months duration. There are only
a few cases which need treatment for as long as one year. Most patients
suffer from post-poliomyelitis paralysis, a few' from T.B. of ·the bones
(spondylities)or joints (hip), a few from dislocation of the hip - these
have been treated primarily in a hospital - and a few from amputations
performed elsewhere.

:1 -

51',' . Each year, the number of children who are permanent residents in
the Home decreases. Those who remain permanently in the Home do so
becsuseof medical or social reasons.

52. As indicated above the main objective of the Cheshire Home is to
rehabilitate childrenc.who are physically handicapped and mainly polio
victims. They are taught to walk with the help' ·of prosthesis. These
prosthesis include callipers (braces), crutches, shoes or if needed,
artificial legs;

53. Children above 12 years of age are not accepted. When a child is
so severely handicapped that no operation or physiotherapy can improve
the condition, the patient is not admitted to the Cheshire Home.

54. Cheshire Home in Ethiopia was later established as an Association
carrying the name of "Cheshire Home for Physically Handicapped Children"
and registered at the Ministry of Interior in accordance with the
requirements and the' provisions of the Civil Code of ~thiopia of 1960.

55. As stated in Article 3 of the Articles of Association, the purpose
of the Home is " ••• to establish and operate a Home for physically
.handicapped children" •. The same Article provides that the Home may:

"(a) develop a comprehensive rehabilitation progrllll:llle
including physiotherapy, elementary education and
vocational training in order to integrate the
children into society and to enable them to earn
a living;

"(b) co-operate with other bodies working in the field
" Cif". social welfare and 'in particular in the field

of physically handicapped persons;

"(c) arrange programme for fund raising;

"(d) engage in such other activities as are necessary
to achieve the above purpose".

•

•
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,56. In 1979 there were 23 Cheshire Homes in the Central Region of Africa
comprising Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Sudan, Uganda, Mauritius, Zambia,
South Africa and ..the Seychelles. In Ethiopia, the Home had estabHshed
its branches in Addis Ababa (Shewa Region), Asmara (Eritrea Region),
Gighesha (Shashamene province, in Shew Region) and Assella (Ars! Region).

57. While the Addis Ababa, Gighesha and Assella Homes are still functionin~

at full capacity the Asmara Home has been continuing on a small scale as
a clinic where mothers brought their children for treatment and change of
callipers.

58. The Gighesha Home was opened in 1974 and started with the first 7
children. In addition to other facilities, the Home has a physiotherapy
and treatment rooms. As is the case at the Gafarssa Home, most of the
children are polio victims. However, children ~ith any kind of physical
~isability are accepted. Those who needed surgical operations were
initially given the treatment at Alert Leprosy Hospital in Addis Ababa,
free of charge. At present a Leprosy Control Centre in Arsi Region which
serves both the Gighesha and the Assella Homes has come into operation.
Most of the children come to Gighesha from the nearby Missions of Sidamo,
and Gamu Gofa Regions, and Kambatta province of Sidamo Region, which
Missions takes responsibility when the children are discharged after the
completion of their treatment.

59. The Assella Home was opened at the request of the Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission of the Provisional Military Government of
Socialist Ethiopia. The first 12 children were brought from Wollo Region,
most of whom were disabled because of ergotism. Additional 6 crippled
children were also taken from the local families who were unable to care
for them adequately.

(c) Main cause of crippling in children

60. Poliomyelitis (infantile paralysis) is an acute virus infection in
which only a small percentage of those infected develop clinical signs,
consisting of fever, headache, stiff neck and back muacles, and sometimes
flaccid paralysis of various muscle groups. The causative agent is a
small filtrable virus measuring 30 mu ip diameter. The virus exists in
three immunologic types, but type lis th"'.."1lI<__st c~.ly ...__d&t:ed with
epidemics. Besides man, chimpanzees and monkeys are said to be susceptible.
All strains are said to grow well in tissue cultures of certain premiate
cells. 24/

24/ Editorial, Ethiopian Medical Journal, Vol. III, No. I, 1964.
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61. According to medical reports, poliomyelitis is endemic in all parts of
the wo~ld a~d appears in epide~ics ir. many areas. It is more common in
children than in adults. In countries which have had epidemic the virus
has been isolated fron sewage, flies and fly contaminated food, ccnsequently
sdcio-economi~ facto~s assuce graater importance for epidemiological cases
.ill···diff~rent countries and populations, especially in developing countries.
In countries with poor sanitation and·hygiene. infection with all three
types of virus takes place in infancy and early childhood, and those who
survive acquire a lasting immunity. In such a' situation, epidemic occurs,
and sporadic cases are usually,limited to the age. group under 4. years. 25/

62. A large scale epidem~c of poliomyelicis has not, so tar, been reported
in the African cvntinent, although epidemics have been known in Kenya and
Uganda and do occur in most tropical countries'. It has often been erroneously
stated that Ethiopia bas no poliomyelitis. But Oscar Barry 26/ reported

. to the Et!1iop::'.'ilf 11edical. Association in .May , 1961, thst he had reviewed
some 42 cases which he had seen in the Ethio-Swedish"Paediatric Clinic 27/
during 196Q-,61, which werei'resumed to be suffering from poliomyelitis or
its after effects. The youngest patient was 13 weeks oldalld the oldest
was 11 years. Over half had suffered from what appeared to be poliomyelitis
before the age of 2 years and 85 per cent of the group were affected before
the age of 5 years. 28/

63. It was therefore concluded that anterior poliomyelitis does exist
in Ethiopia, its existence being in the form of infantile paralysis in that
60 per cent of the cases occur between the 3ed and 18th month of life. Out
of 126 cases investigated only one death was reported 29/ but no ~nformation

was available as to how many other children died from undiagnosed acute
anterior poliomyelitis. The study reports further that there is no
information in Ethiopia of c.ases of infantile mortality.

64. During the period August 1st, 1967 to July 31st, 1968, 131 cases with
post-poliomyelitis paralysis were seen at the outpatients' department of
the Ethio·-Swedish 'Paediatric Clinic. Between January 14th, 1971 and
January 13th. 1972, 231 children were examined at the Polio-Clinic. After
examination by. t~e team at the Polio Clinic of 179 cases, 95 were boys and
84 were girls. The follow-up period was from a minimum of 1 year to a
maximum of 2 years. 30/'

'" ,25/ ".ndre J., Sorie Ch , , and Barry E.S., Poliomyelitis in Addis Ababa,
..Se·r~lo.&i.cal and Vir,;l....,Sl;,':I~:i.P.,s~Et.h~opian Bedical .Io-rrn a.l , Vol. III, No. I,
Oetober 1964.

•

•

12.1
27/

embraciilg

Ibld.--_..,

The Ethi,,"·S""di3h Paediatric
the former Paediatric Clinic

Clinic was established in 1971
of Princess Tsehay Hospital.

by

28/ Andre, et a:, op cit.

29/ Dekker, P.A., Rehabilitation of Children Suffering from Post
Poliomyelitis Paralysis in Ethiopia, Ethiopian Medical Journal Vol. II,
No. I, January 1973.

]2/ Ibid.
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(d) The situation of the blind

,65. Tqe Merha ~wouran School, otherwise known as the Blind School, came
into being in 1959. This boarding school for the blind on a site of
100,000 sq.m. of land with an initial capital of Eth. 600,000 Bi4~~ was
designed to se~le in the form of a village in order to give a family-like
atmosphere. The need to further expand the school became apparent in
1968 and expansion startad at a cost of 1,000,000 Birr generously contributed
by Evangelical Cen:oral'Agency of Germany. The school started with an
enrollL1nt f 2l,blind and/or partLUy sighted studerts. 31/ There are at
present 20" bl.f.nd afld!or partially sight"',~ students wllose-;ige group ranges
from 7 to 18 years., Students who pursue their studies at the school follow
the normal carriculum of the Ministry of Education. Consequently, students
vho oompletc bcude eight and ~ucc~ed in :One national examination are promoted
to the various senior secondary s~aools in the vicinity of Addis Ababa.
Thos~'__ ":,,ho ::aiJ ::n thd 1.1atiollal exam:iaatioi~ and who are 18 years and above
a~e placed in different jobs according to their ability and intecest. It
is largely beceuse of the necessity for employment of disabled individuals
which prompted a request to be submitted.to the International Labour Org&nization
for, the azsignment of a rehabilitation expert in 1959 to the Ethiopian
Government. In response to this request ~n expert by the name of
Mr. Edgar Marland was assigned from Ju.ly 1961 to JanlUlry 1967 to make a
feasibility study for the establishment of vocational rehabilitation
activities. It is. through the efforts of this e~cpert that the United
Abilities Gomp~ny (see pages ~~ hereof) was established.

66. To further prot~ct the interest ana welfare of the blind persons the
Ethiopian Co-orerative Union of the Blind w~s created in 1961 by some
blind persons in order to express their solidarity with the visuully
,impaired persons. The founding members of the board of directors ~f the
Co-operative Union were composed of sighted persons in the majority, and
visually :tnpaireu in the minority. 'This situation is now reversed and all
members of the Board are visually impaired. The Co-operative Union has now
become a member of the International Federation of the Blind and also a
member of the World Council for the Welf~re or the Blind.

67. The primary objectiv$of the,Co-operative Union are to gain recognition
by drawing the attention pf the general public to the fact that blind persons
are an ~.mportant segment of the society; and to solicit contributions for the
welfare of the blind and their reh~bilH"id.on throUl>;.. the estab~_;.shmcnt of a
number of vocational activities. The Co-operative Union has established a
number of training facilities and vocational activities.

,', 2.07 llirr .. US $ 1.

31/ It is estimated that there are 300,000 blind or partially sighted
persons in Ethiopia and of these, 30,000 ar~ children of school agc. As
was the case with most of the information in this paper, this figure was
given by Mr. Tam~re Liben, in charge of Information and Training and member
of the Bc~rd of the Co-operative Union. He is an LL.B. degree graduate and
a Legal Advisor in the Ministry of Finance, and himself blind.
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68. The training of individual blind person in various vocational fields
is prominent su.ong,tr." obj ec t Ivea of the yo-operative Union. Such training
activities includes courses for those adults who can no longer pursue formal
education, and are designed to enable them acquire skill development in
relation to co-operacdve activities, cottage industries, small-scale
farming, et",

69. The programme of the Co-operative Union is coordinated with that,of
the blind school. Thus, those students who have completed grade eight
but have an average grade point Jf less t~an 75 pe_ cent and are under 20
years of age are admitted to higher vocational ,programmes such as
physiotherapy, farm training, telephone switchboard operating, commercial
and other ter.:hnical fie)_ds, Th""" who ar'" below the age of 20 and have
passed grade eight with an average graue point of more than 75 per cent
are encouraged to coctinu£ t~eiL aC2dcillic education through the regular
senior secondary programmes, anL, if successful in the national illliversity
entrance qualifying examination, ere registered at the University in the
various branches 'of the. social scLences.,

70. The vocational rehabilitation activities of the Co-operative Union are
carried out in Addis,'Ababa at the premises on a ,land all<?tedby the
Government. There is ample space for expansion and growth'on the site.

71. The initial capital of the Co-operative Union was ,generated by selling
the eucalyptus trees that wer", on the site of the vocational rehabilitation
centre and which yielded a sum of 4,500 Birr, With this, initial capital ,a
carpet making project was ~tarted which now has a turnover of 70,000 Birr
with an increase in the number of bl.ind per-sons w01'king there from 24 to
40, and monthly salary fixed initially at 12 Birr and raised to 70 Birr now.
The major products 'of the centre are: carpets, lamp-shades, 27 different kinds
of brushes, and garments of different t.ypes , These projects alone employs
30 visually impaired persons,

72. The Co-operative Union has established branches of primary schools at
Wolaitta, 340 km. south of Addis Ababa, and Bako, 260 kID. west of Addis
Ababa, accommodating 150 students, It aiso ~ays monthly stipends for 60
blind university students, The Co-ope~ative Union is in the process of
establishing similar activities iIl five:other regions in tbe country,
includi~g Hararge, Wollo, Gondae, Goj~m &.d Kaffa,

73. The Co-operative Union is at present financing its activities from the
following sources:

(a) Incom~ generated from selp. of ~he various items produced
at the centre;

(b) Funds raised by the members through campaigns, and frOm
contributions or limited membership fees;

•

•
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(c) Financial grant by the Cristofel Blinden Mission of West
Germany. The grant obtained from this Hiss·ionnntil
1980 has come close to a total sum of DM. 600,000;

(d) Financial grant by the Bread for the World Organization of
West Germany totalling 135,000 Birr. This sum of money
was obtained for the compLacdon of projects commenced on
the basis of a feasibility study. The donor has already
effected the first portion of the payment; for the 1980·
fiscal year; the total· sum committed being 180,000 Birr
fo:: the whole project' which will take th;:ee years to.
complete;

(e) 20,000 Birr won in a competition organized by the
Government based on quality production of the items
produced by the centre; also a. small subsidy from the
Rehabilitat~onAgency of the Governmect of Ethiopia.

(f) Scholarships granted by the Democratic Republic of
Germany to blind students to study at the different
universities and vocational'~raining institutions in
Berlin.

74. The number of students studying at the primary school level are
600; 80 ·to 100 at secondary schools, and 60 at the Addis Ababa universit:y.

75. A good number of blind persons have completed t:heir universit:y
education and few have'succeeded in earning higher degrees, mainly in the
liberal arts. Among the graduates 13 are now Legal Advisors, 3 are
working as historians in different Ministries and Agencies ,of the
Government, and, about 50' others in the teaching profession.

76. It should be stressed that a 'complete health information system has
meaning only where a planned, controlled health'sys,tem l'.xists. In a
country like Ethiopia where health services are derived from a variety of
sources, it was very difficult, at least untif.L the recent past, to organize
a national health information.system in any formal sense. At present, as
was the case in the past several years" censuses and vital statistics
registration systems are the responsibil:ity'of another government agency
which is not related to heal~h so that essential information-concerning
local health areas could not be obtained for this particUlar'study. In
the absence of such health information, therefore;'it'shonld only be
reported here that no records and data could be obtained to indicate the
magnitude and the different kinds of causes of blindness '.bich wi,ll
help assess the situation. Nevertheless, the Co-ope;:ativeUnion of the
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Blind on the basis of its own investigation has classified causes of
blindness as: trachoma, measles, smallpox, cataracts, typhoid fever,
congenital' (resulting from venerial diseases mainly that of syphilis and
gonorrhea), taeniacide (produced out of native herbs), river blindness,
old age, and, various other accidents sustained by individual victims.

(e) The Situation of the Deaf

77. The problems of the deaf have not been given due atte~tiGn in
Ethiopia until recently. The oldest 'school for the deaf in the country was
established in 1956 by a group of Missionaries from the Scandinavian
countries in Keren, 70 km. north of Asmara, in Eritrea region. This
school has now stoP?sd functioning altogether.

78. Theachools which were initiated and started in Addis Ababa were,
namely: (a) the Mekannissa school for the Deaf (formerly the Amha Desta
School for the Deaf); established in 1962, and, (b) the Bole Bible Baptist
Church School for the Deaf established in 1967. Both schools were
established by missionaries from the United States of America. Initially,
both were financed and run by the missionaries themselves from funds
raised or obtained from abroad. At present, however, while the Mekannissa
School is still financed by the American Mission of the Church of Christ 
its parent body - the Bole Bible Baptist Church School has since 1979
been financed and run by the Ministry of Education of the Ethiopian
Government. Both Schools lack the necessary teaching materials ~ssential
for the successful operation.

79. The School at Mekanissa accepts students from ages 5' t6 20, ,lind it
conducts classes from preparatory (0 class) to grade six, 'atwh:lch stage
they are allowed to sit for the national examitUltion. Those",hosucceed
are admitted to the Bole Bible Baptist Church School where they are able
to go through the eighth grade. If again they are successful in the
national examination which qualifies them to get admission into 'the
senior high schools, they are then given the chance for placement in the
different schools according to their preference and inclination, be it
academic or vocational. During their 'senior high school days 'the
students are integrated with the unimpaired students in the various schools.

',80. The number of students at present attending the Mekannissa SChool
is 85. Placement of students in jobs has in the past been th., sole
responsibility of the school. Those students who left the school from
grade 5 or 6 were able to get employment with the United Abilities
Company, Augusta Shirt Factory and the various printing presses in the
countr.y. The,annual expenditure for running the school has sometimes
reached 40,000 Birr.
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81. The estimation indicates that the hearing impaired segment of the
population in Ethiopia (the deaf in various stages) comes close to
600,000. ~/ As is the case with the general trend of migration of people
from rural areas to the cities, the number of deaf migrants from rural
communities to Addis Ababa has constantly increased from year to year.
In 1971, because of the magnitude of the problem, the deaf in Ad~is Ababa
formed the Ethiopian National Association of the Deaf (ENAD). 33/ This
Associa~ion is formally r~gistered in the Ministry of Interior in
accordance with the provisions of .the Civil Code uf Ethiopia, an<!..hll.s .uso
joined the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) in 1972, as a member.

82. Membership in EN.- is oper. to all persons with impaired hearing, their
relatives and friends, as well dS ochers interested in the welfare of the
Deaf. The Association relies for financing of its activities entirely
upon voluntary donations and membership contributions.

83. The executive reembers of the Association appear to face difficulty
in financing the programme of E~ entirely through voluntary donations
which is negligible-and membership fees. This is particularly so since
most members are unemployed, are totally unskilled, or not adequately
skilled in anyone of the vocational fields and thus incapable of earning
enough income for themselves and to sustain the Association.

84. During the period from 1971 to 1979 only a total number of 66 hearing
impaired persons were placed in jobs through the Association in the
following occupations: in fine arts, carpentry, gold and silver smithery,
tailoring, book binding, etc. 34/ The Association has also been instrumental
in preparing projects on th;-occupational distribution of the hearing impairr· ,
persons. It prepared feasibility studies for the setting up of a garment
factory, a WOOdWOLks factory, a metal work factory, a leather factory,
and a fine arts workshop. These projects unfortunately never materialized
due to lack of financial resources.

85. Unlike the Co-operative Union of the Blind, the Ethiopian National
Association for the Deaf lacks adequate space. The executive members of the
Association contend that if adequate land is allocated for the purpose of
establishing vocational centres similar to that of the Co-operative Union
of the ~lind, some of the projects enumerated abo',e would have been carried
out with the meagre resources at their disposal.

32/ Project Proposal for Pre-school for Hearing Impaired Children
(with-a short Introduction on the ENAD), January 1980, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.

]]/ Ibid.

l!!../ Ibid.
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86. The Government has nevertheless taken steps towards alleviating these
problems, and as e re&ult, a committee composed of representatives of the
Ministries of Education, Health, Housing and Urban Development, and the
Rehabilitation Agency (which agency is under the Ministry of Labour and

"Social Affairs) has recently been formed and is in the process of looking
for solutions to problems faced by the deaf or those with impaired hearing.

87. Due to the initiative taken by the Association 1l/ a unified system
of Gestual Language has been adopted in Ethiopia. The preparation of
manual s~gns for the national alphabet by the AssG'iatinn and the
introduction of same into the respective s~hools has been instrumental
towards the preparation of a National Gestual Language.

88•. l~en the different schools for the deaf were established, the one
at Keren introduced ? system of manual 9igr. for spelling out the alphabets
and signs for English words as Lsed in Sweden. Likewise, t~e ~wo sch~ol[l

in Addis Ababa >lere using a language" "f"signs as used in North America.
Therefore, only the English language was used at these schools, while most
parents of the children speak and understand" the national languages only
with a'consequence that 'the deaf had to use one language at school and
another at home and thus being deprived of the opportunity of reiI,forcing
what they had learnt at school." .
89. Causes of deafness in Ethiopia are many and diverse. Acco~ding to the
Association, a survey as to the c8uses"of deafness was made and the
following table shows the distribution of the 136 members of the
Association'by the categories of causes of deafness as devised to suit
their own statistical numenclature for the purpose:

35/ Tekle Haimanot, Derso the Develooment of Gestuel Corumurication
in EthIOpia, a paper prepared f~r the Eight World Congress of the World
Federation of the Deaf, June 1973.
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36/
Cavse s of Deafness-

Shock
High fever
Epidemic
"Mitch"EI
Foreign hqdY in eara
WaLe:..: eut.ercd ears ~Nhile

swimming
ilrunk water at night and

had e. headache
Had a fit
:!l;ld s"",il:lug on head then

,running ears
Mother was sick Nhi1e

pxs.gnant;

Cc.us€:s Unknown

Had a FaU

Readaeh~

Meningitis

Chick:onpcx

Assorted Causes:-- -

______• • _. 0 _

,---------:,,'--,----,----------

I Typht>s

'._" - ......... ·--T:-~:-~-:-----r136

---- ---.------. --.-.------''------l-------.,.....,------'

---0__-
361 Tek1e Haiman:t ilerso; this statistical data is taken from a paper

.•ntitlcd "Members of the Ethiopian National Aaaoc Lat.Lrm for the Deaf (ENAD'
and their Education", prepared for the Eighth World Congress of the World
Fede~aticn of the Deaf, March 1979.

xl "Mitch" is the Amharic word for any ailment or infection the
cause of which cannot be determined by laboratory instruments or otherwise.
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(f) The Situation.of Leprosy Victims

~(j. ~~anGicapped leprosy be.ggcr s have, ~y tradition, been and still are,
segregated from the general community. As a result, they generally live
in very poor conditions amongst the most abandD~ed ryerSDnS Df Ethiopian
society. 37/ It is with this in vLew chat; the ELnioo!im Covarument; i"
co-operation with other international agencies and r~ligious associations
esta~~ished the All Africa Leprosy and Rehabilitation Centre (ALERT) for the
p:.L:,ose of corrtro l.Lf.ng and treating leprosy and rehabilitating the victims.

91. As stated earlier in this paper, it was through the efforts of
missionary organizations that leprosy institutions were introduced to
Ethiopia for the purpose of treating and rehabilitating persons afflicted
with the disease. Now there are facilities in the vicinity of Addis Ababa
and also in Hararge ~egion, 530 kms. east of Addis Ababa.

92. Leprosy in the world is widespread to such an extent that the numbe~

of estimated leprosy cases in 1965 was 10,786,000 of whom 3,872,000 had
some disability (including anaesthesia). In 1970, there were 2,831,775
registered cases ana about 1,928,000 treated cases in the world. The
latter figure represents some 68 per cent of the registered cases and 18
per cent of the estimated cases. The number of estimated cases by contin~~:3

was as follows: Africa 3,868,000; the Americas 358,000; Asia 6,475,000;
Europe 52,000; and Oceania 33,000. About 2,097 million people were
estimated to be living in areas with prevalence rates of 0.5 per thousand
or higher. In these areas the number of new leprosy cases expected to
occur from 1965 to 1970 were 95,000. From 1965 to 1970, however, over
500,000 cases have been detected and registered in 75 countries. Even in
areas of very high endemicity, it is unlikely that the prevalence rate
will exceed 50 per thousand. 38/

93. The first Agreement on the establishment of a non-profit making
institution in the field of leprosy control and treatment was signed
between the Ethiopian Government and the All-Africa Leprosy and Rehabilitatic~

Training Centre (ALERT) on 11 December 1965, for the purpose of training
men and women in all aspects of leprosy with special emphaais on control,
treatment and rehabilitation for work in African countries.

94. According to Article II of the said Agreement the principles to be
followed, inter alia, were:

to build up leprosy services in limited areas in Ethiopia;

37/ Senkenesh, G.M., Notes and Reflection on the Rehabilitation
ProjeCt of Aaaebe Tefari, June 1976.

38/ WHO Expert Committee on Leprosy, Fourth Report, Technical
Report Series No. 459, Geneva, 1970.
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to 2cc~pt responsibility under the auspices of the Ministry
of Public Health for the management of the existing
Zenebework Hospital 39/ in Addis Ababa, and to add staff and
facilities for'the purpose of making a training centre for
medical, surgical, para-medical skills needed by leprosy
patients;

to build up Rehabilitation Services for disabled leprosy'
patients, such services to be available also for persons
disabled by other c2uses;

to oz'ganLze ~·ee.tings, seoinars and in-servicE>· p~?gra.I::1Oes in
collaboration with the Governments of the African countries 40/
and with international health'organizations and voluntary
organizations working in fields of leprosy and of r.ehabilitation;
and

to contribute through basic research to the kno~ledge of
leprosy,"

95, In o.der to implement the following objectives a corporate body was
founded on 11 December 1965, by five founding members with the aim of
making'it a nonprofit making'organization. According to 'the Art:l.cles of
Assochltion, membership is also extended to those who"w:l.1f'ful£i1i
certain conditions among which is the payment of single or 'annual
contributions to the Fund of th~ Corporation or in the form of total
financial support of a member of the staff of the 'training centre, or by
confering che Rtatus of Honorary Membership upon any in~ividual who has

, ,",rendered exceptional services to the Corporatfon.

96. The all Africa Leprosy and Rehabilitation Training Centre (ALERT)
started actual operation in 1966 in response to the need to develop on the
African continent a centre that would train leprosy workers of all grades
in qualified care of leprosy patients and in techniques of rehabilitation.

97. Even though training is the main goal of ALERT, other goals include
leprosy control, leprosy care. rehabilitation, and coordination of the
relationship of ALERT to the Medical Faculty of Addis Ababa University and
other Medical units in Addis Ababa. The cesearch aspect of the work is
carried out by the Armauer Hansen Research Institute, which is housed on
the compound of ALERT,

39/ This Hospital is the reformation of the Leprosarium established
in 1932 by Sudan Interior Mission on the present site of ALERT.

49/
countries
of ALERT.
countries

Ethiopia, Sudan, Nigeria and some other English-speaking African
have, to a greater extent, benefitted from the training services
A similar institution is set up for French-speaking African

in Dakar, Senegal.
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98. According to the above-mentioned Agreement, ALERT accepted
responsibility to provide medical and surgical care in Zenebework
Rospital in Addis Ababa. The basic policy of the hospital is to control
infected patients and contacts, discover and treat early leprosy, manage
the complications of drug treatment, provide surgical and non-surgical
care for the prevention and correction of existing deformity. It also
accepts up to 20 per cent of non-leprosy cases. The hospital provides
an out-patient department including a diagnostic and other clinics,
maintains 21J beds for medical and surgical treatment as well as pharmacy,
clinical laboratory, X-ray and photographic unit.

99. The out-patient department contains a diagnostic clinic, a sick
clinic for general illnesses, an ulcer clinic, a lamprene clinic, a
surgical clinic, an eye clinic for in-patient and referred cases, and a
revieW clinic for tases specially referred for advice.

100. T~e criteria for admission of patients to the hospital are the medical
need of the patient, the ability of the hospital to help, the diagnosis
ofl~prosy, the medical needs of non-leprosy relatives and non-leprosy
patients for whom the medical services of ALERT are particularly appropriate,
i.e., reconstructive surgery, leishmaniasis and elephantiasis.

101. Leprosy control in Addis Ababa is undertaken by the Gate Clinic which
receives new cases only from the diagnostic clinic and continues to
treat leproay cases in the Addis Ababa area, for whom a residential
requirement is necessary.

102. The 110spital is a national referal hospital for Leprosy cases, with
a capacity of 210 beds for in-patients, i.e., 90 beds for surgical cases
and 120 beds for various skin (dormitology) cases. For example, patients
admitted for treatment in 1977 alone were 1,580 among which 437 constituted
the non-leprosy cases.
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104. The out-patient attendance has steadily increased from year to year.
The total number of cases seen in 1979 alone was 73,334 which shows an
increase of 9,911 patients over 1978. The doctors at ALERT feel that the
increase is due to the fact that ALERT is the only fully staffed
hospital having a well-equipped dermntolocical Unit in Addis Ababa.·

105. The supportive services unit is the orthopaedic workshop where
footwear, crutches, artificial limbs, etc. are being made. In 1977,
24,312 patients visited the workshop and 2,682 items were repaired.
Among the patients who visited the workshop were included non-leprosy
patients as well as children with club-foot and other physical disabilities.

106. The medico-social unit is one of. the important arms of rehabilitation
activities of ALERT. This unit registers patients upon first arrival and

facilitates the process of hospitalization for each patient. It also
manages a welfare fund for the benefit of patients .who are in need of help
from the financial point of view; both leprosy and non-leprosy patients
who are not economically able to pay are helped accordingly. ~ffiny needy
leprosy patients are given financial assistance from the Welfare Fund for
the purchase of footwear, and for transport back to their respective
localities after hospitalization.
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107. This unit in 1977·was instrumental in initiating th~· ~stabliDhment of
a rehabilitstion programme where the leprosy patients living in the vicinity
of ALERT were brought to a status of productive and self-supporting
citizens throughcthe establishment of a vegetable£~rmin the nearby
locality. According to the Read of the Unit, 41/ the criteria for
selection was that the person must be earning his or her living by being
entirely a beggar. III 1977, 60 families took part in the vegetable growing
project 0" 100,000 sq.m of land &11ocated by th~ government. tn 1979, 42/
the "Wodi~o Yetenessa Association" (which literally translated means
"Rising up from dirt ?overty") has about 343 families as its members after
those members who found it difficult to adhere to its rules and ."egulations •
and the discipline of hard farm work had dropped out ,:

103. With very little outside financial help, the farmers were able to plant
all the land at their disposal with shallots, potatoes and onions in 1979
alone. Because of thefa='s prof!tabilUy and the promising harvest, the
farmers are now looking for more suitable land for expansion. A poultry
farm for those who are most disabled members is being planned, and the
feasibility study is being conducted by a government agency established for
the purpose.

109. When globally considered, there is a great tendency for the developing
countries to look to international charitable and religious institutions to
halp them develop services to combat this loathsome disease. This is due
to the fact that these countries still view the needs of this nature to
be perepheral to the more pressing problems of. poverty, massiv~ u~employment

of· able-bodied workers, need for housing, health and medical care, child
welfare and public education. Ethiopia also finds it· difficult .to meet
these needs unaided. She has, aild still continue to supplement.6er.
resources 'with international assistance.

41/ Annual Report for the Year 1977, All Africa Leprosy and
Rehabilitation Training Centre.

42/ Annual Report for the Yea~ 1979, All Africa Leprosy ·and:·
Rehabilitation Training Centre.
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(g) The Uniteo Abilities Company (Umbrella and Dry Cell Batte~y Factories)

HO. The Internatio£1al'Labour Organization's ,technical aid in the eatablishment
of th;:ee factories in Ethiopia, employing ever 400 severely disabled and
now self-sup{lorl;i"s persons, should be of interest to other countries in
Africa. In September 1964 an Umbrella f ac t ozy was established by the
Covernment; of Ethiopia through the auspices and with the technical support
of ILO. 4" I

Ill. One of the three factories which now employs over 277 disabled and
self··supporting persons is the Umbrella Factory. This factory now called
th:. U:..~:L:..2C~ .~.:dlitieB Ccmpc..::," ~ WC3 ~Gt[\blis!i,ed wit~ an initif:l c.?\pital of
60,000 Birr and with the prime obJ"ctive of giving employment to disabled
pC~3C'nc i.n E'?';hifJp:;.a by estaLli:.:jh:;.:~lg e.ccnomical1y fcas Lbl,e end prof1.tPble
project'l.

I
112. The Umbrella factory began prodhction in Novembe, 1964 Nith 27 disah.1e~

workers who had undergone a t~'lO month truin:i.ng in umbrella production. In
1970, the ractory employed 276 disabled labour force with an annual
production of nearly 700,000 umbrellas together with the necessary metal
components such as the ribs and the central tubes.

113. When the optimum level of employment ~t the Umbrella Factol:y was reached
in 1970, i~ was decided that expansion inte other production lineD would be
advant.ageous in order to give employment oppor-ruuf t Les tc a greater number
of disabled per~ons, A decision was tneref,,=e mace to establish and produce
Dry Cell Batteries. This was t:onsidere<l:nost economically feasible after
examining variot!s other alternatives. The ~q8t attractive ~s?ect of dry
battery manufec~~re is that much of the operations invo1ned in the proceeD
is perfonned 01L,te:':: 0.1 ;l<.ndlines or with aemi-automatic machdnery , This
H('uld enable a greater'number of disabled persons to be employed.

114. This expansion was carried out with a total capital investm3nt of
1,050,000' ~irl.· and an eD1ploynlent capacity for 225 d LanbLed in.dividU£.ls.
Thi.::; employmeni: opportunities offered include managerial, t echnf.cal.,
clerical and ekUled, sumi-skilled and unskilled catego=ies.

lJ.5. Comportn:?: the sit·.Jadon of tue d:1.8~.hld in Eth. Jp:f.F over the! pest
fifteen yaars the important "0.1<> pLayed QY toe establishment 0;: cnese two
factoi:!CS in filling t.ne gap for emp Loymcnc ne£:€ss::"t:y can 0'::: -=:,oD.sic.cred
tr~n:;.er.;I:,ue ~ The ~ar.tor~_ef: have r;pang~d SOJ'le of the Wa.St·3Q. ~"J.l,1?c\·1er of the
disabled society into productive and self-sustaining elements thereby making
them B"l._l.f·-:~·.:.1ia7"·l -::-u p:C·J\iu:~ng .:her~, a ..}~~ji£t of us e fu.Ines s , Th.:= tr,tal
impact on t'h~~ economy is, however, much greater then this" ::'i:;:;.::s '.:; ~~: loy0.Lb
consume goods fl~d neerl services the~eby contributing to the m'jltiplier effect

";' of tr..e economy ·::~nJ the creacion of emp.Loymen c opportunities for o toers ,

43/ Burress, J.R., op. cit.
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number of persons employed in both factories has now
of 530 - 475 disabled and 55 able-bodied persons. The

shows the distribution of employees by the category of

Multiple disabilities or deformities

Defective legs -amputated or d~Eormed

GRAND TOTAL

Defective arms -

Blind

Deaf

Others

Able-bodied

Disability

" "

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Female Male Total

65 180 245

4 27 31

32 58 90

38 49 8.7

2 13 15

4 3 7

9 46 55

154 376 530

117. In addition, it produces the nation's requirement of umbrella and dry
cell batteries thereby reducing the foreign exchange requirements for
the local inputs.

118. In all aspects, the Company operates in the same manner as other
manufacturing and training organizations and presents its quality products
to the market at reasonable prices. As any other profit making entity it
pays income tax, transaction tax, turnover tax and the various other taxes
and duties levied on imported raw material save taxes and duties on raw
material for the battery production. Until recently it has never declared
dividends and profits had been ploughed back into the business in order to
expand the scope.

119. Until 1978 the Dry Battery Factory "as a losing concern. However, by
doubling the shift from one to two a gross profit of 216,525 Birr and a net
profit (after tax) of 108,000 Birr was shown in the fiscal 1979. The
Umbrella Factory, however, had been making profit right from the beginning
of operation fifteen years ago. In 1979 it made a net profit of 331,000 Birr,
with a profit of 151,000 Birr over the 1978 fiscal year. Overall, the
Company earned a net profit of 439,000 Birr for the 1979 fiscal year.
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Assistance of the International Committee of Red Cross
tot"" Pe~1,.e's Heroes Centre

•

120. At the request of the Etniopian Government, the Intemational'Committee
of the Red Cross engaged itself at the end of 1978 to set up a prc s t le t Lc
workshop and a physiotherapy department for anputees in the Rcneb:.l::'""Uo.
Centre of the Peoples' Heroes 6f Revolutionary Ethiopia, which can
~c~ommodate 1,200 patients, most of them amputees, paraplegics, blinds, etc.

121. The primary aim was to use local resources to manufacture the different
components of artificial 1inbsinstead of importing then and in order to
.give more financial and technical independence to the Centre after the
~dthdrawal of ICRC. The second aim was to emphasize active participation
by ~he disabled people in the manufacturing process.

122. In January 1979, the first two members of a five-man team arrived in
Ethiopia, the materials and machinery following in February. As no proper
accommodations for the workshop and physiotherapy was then ready, a dormf t or.y
block was temporarily used and the project became operational in May 1979.

123. To ensure a good follow-up, a prosthetic and physiotherapy course was
started and will be completed at the end of 1980 after 13 months practical
and theoretical training. About 20 of these students are amputees themse1ve?

124. The Centre is a great success and is regarded as a pilot project by
the Ethiopian Authorities.

IV. CONCLUSION

125. In Ethiopia, there is a concesus of opinion that a relatively good
segment of the population requires special education or rehabilitation
measure of some sort. Because of various crippling diseases, malnutrition
and adverse environmental conditions, the proportion of disabled persons as
withnessed in every corner of the various to~~s and cities of the country
looks alarming.

126. As regards children in addition to suffering from physical and mentn1
disabilities they also encounter obstacles during childhood which may
impede their nor~~l growth, education and preparation for adult life.

127. Generally, existing prejudices and discrimination against disabled
persons is damaging. The advantages of a systematic record or registration
of disabled persons are obvious and an early assessment of their disabilities
and rehabilitation requirements is of crucial importance in their
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development as an important segment of the society. and it should be
carried out through the coordinated efforts of all the rehabilitation ..
workers concerned, in co-operation t<Tith the government.. Such an
assessment should take into consideration all medical, social, physical
and psychological conditions of the disabled persons.

128. As the study shows, services for disabled persons in Ethiopia are
'provided eith~r' by governmental agencies or non-governmental organizations
or by both ...·· Coordination of these services at: the national and regional
or local levels is necessary if they are to reach a high level of efficiency.

•
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